
 

A short film by Haroula Rose 
Inspired by the graphic novel by Casey Nowak 

Starring Jessie Pinnick, Sam Straley & Ariel Kavoussi



It’s 2080 
and 
Diana 
orders a 
robot It’s 
2080  



It’s 2080 and Diana gets a robotic companion - a Harbor escort - in a drunken stupor 
after an unexpected breakup.  Her roommate Bernice is a little shocked and 
uncertain how to react.  The world is different in 2080….but maybe not too far off from 
our present day. 

Starring a stellar cast of Jessie Pinnick (PRINCESS CYD) Sam Straley (WELCOME TO 
FLATCH, THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT) and Ariel Kavoussi (CATFIGHT) this short film 
created with Warner Media Project OneFifty support, is tonally complicated and 
welcome in the sci fi genre, in having some awkwardness and laughs instead of an 
overwrought dose of dystopia about our future. 

Based on the acclaimed graphic novel by Casey Nowak, which has been lauded for 
“from its visual style to its narrative, Diana’s Electric Tongue lingers like the taste of a 
thing bittersweet, like the memory of your childhood home,” (Sarah Jewell). 

SCREENINGS: 

New Filmmakers NY 
Annapolis Film Festival 
New Filmmakers LA (upcoming) 



 



“Nowak’s comics always hook me from the !rst panel. It’s such a joy to 
be surprised, entertained, and touched by the sexy, sweet, fully-realized 
worlds she creates in each of her stories.”

— Lisa Hanawalt, author of Coyote Doggirl

Carolyn Nowak (Lumberjanes) uses fantasy worlds to explore profound 
truths. Her solo debut, Girl Town, collects the Ignatz Award-winning 

stories “Radishes” and “Diana’s Electric Tongue” together with several 
other tales of young adulthood and the search for connection. Here are 

her most acclaimed mini-comics and anthology pieces, enhanced with 
stunning new colors and joined by brand-new work.

Bold, infatuated, wounded, or lost, Nowak’s girls shine 
with life and longing. Their stories, depicted with 

remarkable charm and insight, capture the 
spirit of our time.

“Spellbinding... Nowak plunges into 
the world of feminine friendships 
in earnest. "e girls in this book 
are #awed, unique, and complex...  
Girl Town is a cerebral, spirited 
work of art.” 

— Foreword Reviews  
(starred review)

“I raise my glass, tip my hat, and 
set o$ a million dollars worth 
of !reworks to Carolyn Nowak’s 
electric brain, electric !ngers 
and eclectic, electric storytelling 
smarts. What a wise, sad, funny, 
exhilarating book!” 

— Kelly Link  
author of Get in Trouble  
and Magic for Beginners 

on “Diana’s Electric Tongue” Diana got hurt — a lot — and 
she’s decided to deal with this 
fact by purchasing a life-sized 
robot boyfriend. 

Mary and La-La host a podcast 
about a movie no one’s ever seen. 

Kelly has dragged her friend Beth 
out of her comfort zone... and 
into a day at the fantasy market 
that neither of them will forget.

Welcome to Girl Town.



CREDITS 

Written & Directed by Haroula Rose 

DIANA……Jessie Pinnick 
HARBOR…..Sam Straley 

BERNICE…Ariel Kavoussi 

Produced by Glass Bead Films 

Music by Zac Rae 
 

Edited by Steven Lambiase 

Graphic Novel by Casey Nowak


